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SUMMARY

Full Waveform Inversion (FWI) is becoming a powerful tool
for quantitative seismic imaging from wide-azimuth seismic
data. The method is today mainly used as a high-resolution
tomography of the Earth zones sampled by both reflected and
diving events. However, the classical formulation of FWI pre-
vents the reconstruction of the low part of the wavenumber
spectrum of the velocity model from reflection-only data. The
use of reflections in waveform inversion is a crucial challenge
for deep imaging. This study, through a simple canonical ex-
ample, first analyses the issue of classical waveform inversion
when applied on reflection data. Then we show that, if a prior
knowledge of the reflectivity is available, reflected waves can
be exploited to retrieve the long wavelengths of the velocity,
in particular when we use appropriate misfit measurement as
the cross-correlation that overcome cycle-skipping issues, and
inversion domain as the pseudo-depth domain that preserves
the invariant property of zero-offset time.

INTRODUCTION

Full Waveform Inversion (FWI) is becoming a powerful tech-
nique to reconstruct high resolution velocity models (and other
parameters) of the subsurface using theoretically the full in-
formation contained in seismic data (Lailly, 1983; Tarantola,
1984; Pratt and Worthington, 1990; Virieux and Operto, 2009).
FWI relies on the diffraction tomography principle (Devaney,
1982), and the imaged spatial frequency ~k is related to the
wavelength and diffraction angle θ through the relation

~k =
2ω
c0

cos

(
θ
2

)
~n, (1)

where ω is the angular frequency, c0 the local wave speed
and ~n the direction provided by the sum of slowness vectors
from the source and receiver at the diffractor point. When
considering only reflected waves and limited offset ranges, the
diffraction angle θ remains small and only the high part of
the spatial frequency spectrum can be retrieved. This limited
bandwidth reconstruction leads to the well known scale sep-
aration between the velocity macro model and the reflectivity
(Jannane et al., 1989). This scale separation prevents classical
FWI to retrieve the long wavelengths of the velocity field from
reflection-only data. This leads to two different behaviors of
classical FWI when applied on surface data (Plessix, 2012) :
(1) broaband velocity model building in the shallow part from
both transmitted and reflected events. (2) non-linear migration
of short-spread reflections in the deep part of the subsurface,
assuming that the low part of the velocity spectrum is suffi-
ciently accurate to avoid cycle-skipping issues.

In order to establish better-posed problems to retrieve the long
wavelengths of the velocity from reflected waves, several ap-

proaches have been proposed based on image-domain opti-
mization as the Differential Semblance Optimization (Symes
and Carazzone, 1991) or Wave-Equation Migration Velocity
Analysis (Sava and Biondi, 2004). These approaches attempt
to maximize focusing or coherency of energy in the image-
domain instead of minimizing data residuals in the data do-
main as FWI does. The measure of focusing relies on extended-
domain imaging conditions computed during migration, through
time shift or subsurface offset shift (Sava and Fomel, 2006).
The main issue of such approaches is the cost of the migration
at each velocity update step and the additional computational
cost of the extended-domain imaging condition, that prevents
the direct extension to 3D with two-way wave-equation mod-
eling. Recent applications of such image-domain and mixed
image/data-domain approaches have shown promising results
(Yang and Sava, 2011; Almomin and Biondi, 2012; Biondi and
Almomin, 2012; Sun and Symes, 2012), although they remain
limited to 2D geometries and rely on some approximations
to keep computer cost affordable. Data-domain approaches
have also been proposed to mitigate non-linearities of classical
least-square FWI formulation, as the Migration Based Trav-
eltime Tomography (MBTT) (Chavent et al., 1994; Xu et al.,
2012). This method relies on a difference-based data-fitting
approach and requires also a migration step at each iteration to
estimate the reflectivity field that produces the diffracted field.

In this study, we limit ourselves to data-domain approaches
without migration step at each iteration, which should dramat-
ically limit the computational cost when moving to 3D data.
We consider here a simple configuration to understand the in-
trinsic limits of classical FWI when applied on reflection-only
data, and we explore some alternative waveform inversion for-
mulation, to overcome these limits and to reconstruct the low-
frequency part of the velocity spectrum.

THEORY

The classical formulation of FWI attempts to minimize the dif-
ference between observed and computed data, in the L2 sense
through the misfit function

Cdi f f =
∑

h

∑
t

1
2

(
dcal(t,h)−dobs(t,h)

)2
, (2)

where dcal(t,h) and dobs(t,h) are respectively the computed
and observed data, at time t and offset h. An implicit sum over
sources is also contained in equation (2). The derivative of the
misfit function with respect to the velocity gives

Gdi f f =
∑

h

∑
t

∂dcal(t,h)
∂m

∆d(t,h), (3)

where ∂dcal(t,h)/∂m is the Fréchet derivative of data recorded
at time t and position h. In practice, these derivatives are
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never computed and the gradient is directly computed with the
adjoint-state method (Plessix, 2006).

van Leeuwen and Mulder (2008) introduced a weighted time
cross-correlation misfit function, defined as

CXcorrN =
∑

h

∑
τ

1
2

(
P(τ)XcorrN(τ,h)

)2
, (4)

where P(τ) is a weighting/penalization function and τ is the
time-lag of the normalized cross-correlation function XcorrN(τ,h)
defined as :

XcorrN(τ,h) =

∑
t dcal(t,h)dobs(t + τ,h)
||dcal(h)||||dobs(h)|| . (5)

Note that the proposed misfit function is not the zero-lag-only
cross-correlation of Routh et al. (2011). Therefore, the misfit
function (4) is able to handle time (phase) delay larger that half
a period without ambiguity.

Deriving the misfit function with respect to the velocity gives
the gradient of the time normalized cross-correlation

∂CXcorrN

∂mi
=
∑

h
∑

t
∂dcal(t,h)

∂mi

t∑
τ P(τ)2XcorrN(τ,h) (6)(

dobs(τ+t,h)
||dcal(h)||||dobs(h)|| −

Xcor(τ,h)dcal(t,h)
||dcal(h)||3||dobs(h)||

)
.

Note that this gradient can be computed at the same computa-
tional cost than the classical gradient (equation 3). The only
modification is the source term of the adjoint-state equation
(Tromp et al., 2005).

In the following applications, these misfit function and gradi-
ent formulations are used in a 2D acoustic inversion algorithm,
in which optimization relies on a L-BFGS-B scheme for both
Hessian estimation and line-search satisfying Wolfe’s condi-
tions (Byrd et al., 1995).

RESULTS

We consider a reflection geometry in a square box of size 500
m × 500 m. The true model is formed by an homogeneous
velocity background of 1500m/s and an homogeneous density
background of 1500 kg/m3, in which a density reflector is set
at 340 m in depth with a value of 2500 kg/m3 (Figure 1(a-
b)). Twenty-one explosive sources are located with a 25-m
space-step at the surface from 0 m to 500 m and 201 receivers
are located with a 5-m space-step at the surface. A Ricker
wavelet of central frequency 26 Hz is used. The shot gathers
contain the direct wave and the reflected wave, this later being
generated by the impedance contrast (Figure 1c). The direct
wave is muted and only the reflected wave is considered in
the inversion (Figure 1(d)). In the following of this study, the
starting velocity model is homogeneous with an overestimated
velocity of 1800 m/s.

No knowledge of reflector

In a first test, an homogeneous density model is considered,
implying that no reflection is generated by the starting model.
In such a case, only the difference-based inversion can be used,
as the cross-correlation misfit is zero in the starting model
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Figure 1: True Velocity (a) and density (b) models. (c) Shot
gather for the first source. (d) Data used during FWI after mute
of the direct wave. (e) Reflected wave generated by the initial
model with the density contrast and the wrong velocity.

when the direct arrival is muted. Figure 2(a)-(b) shows that
inversion attempts to create a velocity perturbation that mim-
ics the impedance contrast to generate the reflection, but at the
wrong depth as the short spread reflection are unable to update
the large wavelengths of the velocity model. This test shows
the classical failure of FWI with reflected waves when the ve-
locity model is not accurate enough.

Knowledge of reflectivity

In the following tests, a density model containing the true impedance
contrast is used to generate a reflected wave. This density
model is built from the zero-offset traveltime in the starting
velocity of 1800 m/s, implying that the reflector is positioned
at a depth of 410 m instead of 340 m. This density model could
have been created from an impedance analysis in the starting
velocity model. The first shot-gather computed in this start-
ing model (Figure 1(e)) shows the correct arrival time at zero-
offset but the wrong move-out due to the erroneous velocity
above the reflector.

A key change relative to the previous test (Figure 2(a)-(b)) is
the presence of the reflector in the starting model. As the re-
flector is already in the starting model, the sensitivity kernel
of the FWI is completely different (Figure 2(c)-(d)). Without
the knowledge of reflectivity, the kernel exhibits a high sensi-
tivity at all the spatial positions corresponding to a construc-
tive correlation of the incident field and the backpropagated
field of the reflected wave in order to generate a discontinu-
ity that generates the reflection in the modeled data. With the
knowledge of reflectivity, the kernel behaves as a transmission
kernel with a sensitivity along the two wavepaths connecting
the source and the receiver to the reflector. These transmission
kernels should thus be able to update the long wavelengths of
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the velocity from the large diffraction angles. These kernels
highlight how a prior knowledge on the reflectivity in the start-
ing model allows for the reconstruction of the low part of the
wavenumber spectrum from the transmitted wavepaths of the
reflected waves.

Figure 3 shows the inversion results for the two misfit func-
tions when a prior knowledge of the reflectivity is used (here
through density). Note, that this density model is consistent
in term of zero-offset time in the starting velocity model, but
as soon as inversion updates the velocity over iterations, one
would need to update the density model accordingly. Here, we
do not update the density model. Due to cycle-skipping issues,
the difference misfit function is unable to correct properly the
velocity model. The cross-correlation is slightly better in terms
of data fit, but the velocity model is still inaccurate as the fixed
density model over iterations prevents the convergence toward
the true model.

Reflectivity knowledge in the depth/pseudo-time domain ?
The previous test is suffering from the constant density model
over the iterations. One solution would be to estimate the
reflectivity from impedance analysis or migration at each it-
eration of velocity update (Chavent et al., 1994; Xu et al.,
2012). Another solution, which is chosen here to avoid the
migration cost, is to work in an alternative domain. The ver-
tical travel-time domain, also called pseudo-time by Plessix
et al. (2012), was proposed by Alkhalifah et al. (2001) for
seismic processing in anisotropic media and Ma and Alkhal-
ifah (2011) formulate a modeling technique directly in this
alternative domain. In the pseudo-time domain, we consider
a variable change that transforms the local depth (z) coordi-
nate in a local zero-offset vertical travel-time (τ) coordinate.
Considering the local depth-domain velocity v(z), the vertical
travel-time is defined as

τ =
∫ z

0

dz′

v(z′)
. (7)

Conversely, the expression of the depth z as a function of the
local pseudo-depth domain velocity ṽ(τ) is given by

z =
∫ τ

0
ṽ(τ ′)dτ ′. (8)

Plessix et al. (2012) showed that we can avoid to formulate
the full problem in the τ domain and still use standard depth
domain modeling and inversion tools. The variable change is
applied after the gradient computation using a chain rule such
that the optimization is performed in the τ domain:

∂C
∂ ṽ(τi)

=
∂C

∂v(zi)
−
∫ zmax

zi

1
v(z′)

∂v(z)
∂ z

∂C
∂v(z)

dz, (9)

where

zi =
∫ τi

0
ṽ(τ ′)dτ ′. (10)

leading to a relatively simple modification of existing inversion
tool to perform FWI in the vertical travel-time domain. Landa
et al. (1989); Snieder et al. (1989) also used the similar idea of
using invariant properties of the zero-offset travel time.

Figure 4 shows the result of inversion in the vertical travel-time
domain τ . Note that the results are plotted in the depth domain,

but the inversion is performed in the τ domain. In this case, the
difference misfit does not give robust result as convergence is
hampered by cycle skipping at intermediate and large offsets
due to the wrong move-out of the reflection computed in the
starting model. In contrast, the time cross-correlation misfit in-
version gives accurate result above the reflector, decreasing the
velocity value toward 1500 m/s. As the density model is kept
unchanged in the vertical travel-time domain, it is updated in
the depth domain according to the velocity change: the reflec-
tor position is shifted up to 340 m depth in the depth domain.
Please, note that, even in the pseudo-time domain, a robust er-
ror measure is required. Indeed, difference-based misfit is un-
able to succeed if the starting velocity is too erroneous, leading
here to wrong move-out even if vertical time at zero-offset is
correct. The same problem should occur if the inversion would
be performed in the depth domain and reflectivity estimated at
each iteration as done by Xu et al. (2012).

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

We investigated alternative misfit measurement and domain of
inversion for velocity model building from reflection data and
wave-equation-based modeling.

The simple test first shows that a prior knowledge of reflectiv-
ity is necessary for the inversion to update the low part of the
velocity spectrum from the downgoing and upgoing transmit-
ted paths of reflected waves. Second, this knowledge should
be combined with both a robust measure of data error, as the
weighted cross-correlation, and an appropriate inversion do-
main, as the pseudo-time domain to prevent cycle skipping and
exploit seismic invariant such as zero-offset traveltime. This
combination allows for a robust exploitation of the information
carried out by reflected waves to retrieve the low-part of the ve-
locity wavenumber spectrum from their transmission regime.

It is well known that cross-correlation function suffers from
cross-talks when applied on multi-arrival data. The cross-correlation
should therefore be applied on appropriate domains where ar-
rivals can be separeted or be applied locally (Hale, 2009). In
order to keep computer cost low, data-domain separation could
involves hyperbolic and/or non-hyperbolic move-out correc-
tions, and slant-stack and/or double slant-stack on source and
receiver sides (double beamforming). Alternative error mea-
surement as dynamic warping could also be investigated, as it
shows to provided robust results on multi-arrival seismic data
(Hale, 2012). Of course, one could pay the price of migration
to separate the data directly in the image domain, and link this
study with image-oriented approaches.
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Figure 2: (a) FWI velocity model and (b) corresponding shot gather for the first source, inferred from the 1800 m/s starting velocity
model and the homogeneous density model, using the difference-based misfit function. (c-d) Sensitivity kernels for the first source
(x=0m) and the last receiver (x=500m) for (c) the homogeneous density and (d) the realistic density model containing the reflector
at 410 m in depth.
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Figure 3: FWI velocity models and associated data for the first source, imaged from the 1800 m/s starting model and the density
model containing a reflector at 410 m depth, using the difference-based misfit function (a-b) and time cross-correlation misfit
function (c-d) in the depth domain.
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Figure 4: Velocity (a, d) and density (b, e) models, and associated data for the first source (c, f), imaged from the 1800 m/s
starting model and the density model containing a reflector at 410 m depth, using the difference-based misfit function (a-c) and time
cross-correlation misfit function (d-f) in the vertical time domain.
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